
To Market To Market

Ironically, in modern days when school budget crises and huge spending cuts 
overwhelmed educational agendas – cutting jobs, cutting supplies, cutting programs – many 
districts had, years earlier, already entered into the age of a theoretically money saving 
economist-run public school administration.  

In more than a few cases?
The newest modern-day substitute for educationally-experienced, ex-teacher 

superintendents; the latest replacement for long-term, educationally-trained, used-to-be-a-teacher 
principals; the most recently recruited stand-ins for actual hands-on, teacher-experienced 
evaluators:  

Business-world, business-educated, business-experienced and (hazardously for 
lucratively positioned land titles, building deeds and enticingly large pension funds)* 
deregulated-market-playing, instantaneous-profit-seeking economists.

Modern-day magical, free-market speculating, wondrous-“growth” projecting: 
	
 Economists.†

School-leader economists hitting their stride inside long years of a no-holds-barred free-
market deregulation; district-leader economists produced, supported and protected by our 
nation’s sudden proliferation in profit-deifying legislations.  Contemporary economist thinkers 
well taught in venture-capital/money-is-all modern-day business courses?  That nothing – oh, 
certainly not compassion, guilt, nor any sort of a protective tree-hugging ideal bent to the 
theories of an interconnected human responsibility – should ever get in the way of the bottom 
line.  

Modern-day economists, who?  
Seeing the recently NCLB/R2T-opened world of competitive education as a disinterested 

game of financial chess, had no reason to contemplate, nor feel any personal pain or empathy as, 
chaotically and never-endingly, they manipulated humans, neighborhoods and communities. 

 All, for them?  
Simply nameless, interchangeable pieces in the larger free-market contest. 
Modern-day educational strategists who, even after years of enthusiastically burning 

through an unprecedented governmental support?  Had managed to eke out only shockingly 
small and continually fluctuating margins of a selectively spotlighted success.  Market analysts 
who, in a tactical recognition of the looming flat-lined-test-score predicament, had begun to play 
with language as the means to shore up a continued national attention – and, much more 
essentially, a massively attached national funding – by promoting not an honest, long-term, real-
life achievement, but the glowingly ephemeral possibilities of an excitingly future “growth.” 

Truly modern economists who, even after the expenditure of unparalleled innovation 
disbursements?

Having so little to show but – save for small pockets of a prudently highlighted success – 
predictably stagnant and even, in too many cases, precipitously dropping overall test scores, 
nevertheless authorized an ongoing change-promoting advertising: Publicity that somehow, still, 
after so many years bent to a minimally productive and budget draining spending?  Continued to 
ask citizens to step up and offer an additionally unquestioned support for yet more punitive test-
score reformations – due, even after more than a decade given over to the expending of a truly 
massive financing? 



To the continued, and even notably growing, production of those so many unacceptably 
“broken” scores. 

Ah.
Well, yes; it was true. 
Here was yet another of those fun little reform paradoxes.
Although we continued to devour mountain upon mountain of money; although we had 

failed, in the process, to make any truly notable all-student-inclusive national progress; although 
repeatedly and insistently the country had been told that our global standing in education was 
falling to lower and lower levels – well still, persistently?º

We advertised the theory that: If you cared about kids?  
You had to support us.  
It was, in fact, imperative, that with a blind trust you continued to offer us yet more 

money so that we might keep on doing exactly what we had already been doing for more than ten 
years, now, in our compassionate effort at “fixing” a growing number of seriously unhappy 
schools.∆

Go ahead, was our relentless big-money-advertised call.  Jump on up here; jump on up 
and join us here, on our magical “growth”-dependent wagon.  Knock those ruby-red slippers 
together, close your eyes tightly and...believe.  

Because, in an über-modern twenty-first century looking to the magic of instantaneous 
economics?  Obviously that’s what it would take.  Believe with us that somehow, even after more 
than a decade dedicated to an invasively detached and non-educator-led modern-day economist 
thinking – well, believe with us that by spending yet more of that really Big Money in our effort 
to endlessly test and aggressively reform, close, and invade low-scoring schools – oh that one 
day?  Somehow?

We will miraculously (and inexplicably) turn everything around.
And, golly; if you’re really that gullible; if you’re really that naïve?   
I’m pretty sure that we still have a little swampland languishing, out there, somewhere in 

the backwoods of Florida.  
(My; we could literally keep on doing this – for years.)

*It might be a good time to look into the policies endorsed by your state’s governor when, in über-modern 
deregulated days, more than a few have discovered the rush of playing poker with the truly massive financing 
attached to their state’s public employee pensions.

†I am  aware that there are those who would argue that a businessman (or woman) and an economist are not cut 
from the same stone.  However, in days when our nation’s overall interest in protecting the “seventh-generation” 
good of the economy has so very plainly sold itself out to the more modern-day interest in a nobody-held-
accountable pursuit of instantaneous profits – let’s not quibble.  It’s all one and the same.

ºShould you wish to recognize the statistical fact that affluent students in the United States perform as well as, or 
better, than students from all other countries – well, the fact is there for you to find. 

∆ When the inner-city high school in our district known for housing the largest number of our new-to-the-country, 
language-learning students repeatedly produced blatantly lowest scores, over the following years a string of student-
segregating NCLB mandates methodically pushed most of these students out of the neighborhood and into a high-
minority suburb located on the far reaches of town,  However, as the high school which then absorbed these students 
began to suffer a visible drop in test scores, thirteen years after the initial instigation of a state-mandated testing, this 



second high school is now being told that it must dramatically “transform” or close its doors.  So, the question now 
arises: Once the invasive transformations of a “benevolent” reform systematically force these unwanted language-
learners out of their most recently selected neighborhood, where will they go...next?  (And how sadly ironic to hear, 
again and again, from reformers and politicians alike that a massive testing must continue as the necessary means for 
forcing these schools to deal with their racial issues – and think, “Oh, my, yes; it certainly does.”)


